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EPA Faces Legal Limits In Bid To Expand
Fracking Regulatory Oversight
EPA is looking at options for expanding its regulatory oversight of the boom in hydraulic fracturing to
address fears about possible adverse health and environmental impacts from fracking -- but the
agency continues to face statutory limits that are restricting its efforts.
Among the limits frustrating broader EPA oversight are a prohibition on applying Safe Drinking Water
Act (SDWA) permitting rules to fracking operations except those that use diesel fluid; a Clean Water
Act (CWA) bar on regulating uncontaminated runoff from drilling construction sites; and a regulatory
determination under the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) that exempts a majority of
wastes generated by fracking from RCRA regulation.
Lawmakers in favor of more stringent fracking controls have introduced bills to expand EPA's powers,
including a requirement to disclose the chemicals used in fracking fluid or to restore its SDWA permit
authority. However, the efforts have failed to gain traction in the divided 112th Congress and so EPA
has been looking at expanding its fracking oversight using existing authority -- for example, invoking
the Clean Air Act's "general duty" clause that requires industries to reduce chemical releases from
their operations; or Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) significant new use rules to impose new
data and testing requirements on fracking chemicals.
James May, law professor at Widener Law, and co-director of the Environmental Law Center, told a
legal conference recently that EPA has been trying to "cobble together different pieces of
environmental statutes" in an effort to gain more oversight authority of fracking.
Possibly signaling more difficulties for EPA, an environmentalist is questioning a new effort by the
agency to identify potential gaps in a patchwork of state laws governing when and how energy
companies must disclose fracking to ensure that its planned TSCA rules for the sector "complement"
existing state regulations. The environmentalist suggests that the planned TSCA rules contain a major
gap because EPA's plans fail to address drilling chemicals that are used in natural gas extraction but
are not part of fracking fluid mixtures, giving an incomplete profile of the human health and
environmental risks from chemicals associated with gas drilling.
Environmentalists are also stepping up calls for strengthened state and federal financial bonding
requirements on drilling operations to address potential contamination and other damages, an issue
that typically receives second billing to their support for tighter environmental standards or outright
bans on fracking and other drilling. With drilling now so widespread, environmentalists see little option
but to step up their calls for stricter bonding rules as a “minimum” that citizens should demand if drilling
is to take place, alongside other preventative measures -- though their enthusiasm for stricter bonding
requirements is still tempered by reluctance to push them too aggressively in cases where they fear it
would lead to an acceleration of drilling activity.
Meanwhile, a bipartisan group of senators is raising concern over EPA's pending guidance for issuing
SDWA permits for hydraulic fracturing operations that use diesel fuels, questioning whether the guide
suggests the possibility that EPA could take over a state's fracking permit oversight authority if the
state refuses to implement the guidance.
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Cost-Benefit Advocates Call For Greater DOE Oversight Of
Agencies' Rules
A group that advocates for strict cost-benefit analysis of regulations is urging the Obama
administration to launch a process giving the Department of Energy (DOE) significant new oversight
power on all rules under development by EPA and other federal agencies if the regulations would
significantly affect energy production and conservation. The comments could hint at efforts to sharpen
regulatory review of environmental rules affecting energy production following Republican efforts in the
112th Congress to stop what critics say is EPA's “war on coal” with air, waste, water and other
regulations that they warn will shutter coal-fired utilities, harming the economy and grid.
“Despite the clear mission and objective of DOE, our national energy policy still remains fragmented
across many agencies,” says the Center for Regulatory Effectiveness (CRE) in recent comments to
DOE. The group suggests DOE should have an elevated formal role in the White House Office of
Management & Budget (OMB) pre-publication review of agencies' rules in order to bolster a federal
energy strategy and also reduce regulatory burdens. CRE's comments are in response to an Aug. 8
DOE request for information on reducing regulatory burdens, similar to EPA's ongoing effort to identify
rules to streamline or overhaul to reduce burdens on industries.
Meanwhile, energy efficiency proponents say in a new report that coal-fired power plant shutdowns
due to EPA air toxics rules or low natural gas prices in almost a dozen states could provide a major
boost for combined heat and power (CHP) as a replacement power source, which they say could
offset the need to construct new coal, natural gas, or nuclear power plants.
The claim -- in a recent report by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy -- comes as
the Obama administration is trying to bolster the role of CHP as an energy source. CHP uses the
waste heat and gas of manufacturing processes to produce electricity for industrial purposes and to
sell to the grid. The resource is seen as a cost-effective means of developing new, cleaner power
resources as opposed to building new power plants.
• Related Articles:
• Cost-Benefit Advocates Call For Greater DOE Oversight Of Agencies' Rules
• Efficiency Advocates Eye Coal Plant Retirements To Bolster CHP Demand
• FERC Member Warns EPA Utility MACT Deadlines May Hinder Retrofit Plans
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In Debate, Obama, Romney Outline Contrasting Visions For Energy
Policy
In the first 2012 presidential debate, President Barack Obama and GOP nominee Mitt Romney voiced
competing visions for energy and environmental policy. At the Oct. 3 debate in Denver, CO, Romney
vowed to double permits for oil and gas drilling and Obama reiterated his calls for a policy that
emphasizes wind, biofuels and solar energy in addition to fossil fuels.
The candidates broke little new ground in their policy positions -- neither mentioned EPA – although
both sought to reinforce impressions of their existing policy differences. Romney attacked the
president for his support for clean energy and excessive regulation while Obama echoed Democratic
calls for ending subsidies to the oil industry.
“I think it is important for us to develop new sources of energy here in America,” Obama said in early
remarks suggesting little daylight between him and Romney on expanded energy production, but
casting his administration as the ally of energy sources such as “wind, solar and biofuels.”
Romney almost immediately sought to draw distinctions between his platform and Obama
administration policies he claimed do not favor energy production of coal, oil or natural gas,
questioning the pace of oil and gas permits on federal lands. “If I am president I will double them”,
Romney said, adding that he also would approve the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline and, “by the way,
I like coal.”
Meanwhile, a new report by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
concludes that states are ramping up efforts to boost energy efficiency, which the group touts as a
bipartisan option for producing new power generation in order to meet future demand. ACEEE's report
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